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Abstract

Equal power-rating inverters operating with different power set-points in either an

islanded or grid-connected mode may lead to inter-unit circulating power caused by a

large mismatch between power generation and demand during network contingencies

(faults on the heavy load side or unintentional islanding). This circulating power

may violate the dc-link voltage limit and, as a result, the protection scheme may

shut down the inverter and reduce the microgrids reliability. This paper proposes

a regulator for controlling the dc-link voltage of the microgrid’s inverter during a

period of circulating power. It includes a discharging resistor with a series-connected

switch across the dc-link capacitor which is turned on through a control algorithm if

the dc-link voltage exceeds its pre-defined limit. Case studies of parallel-connected

inverters are conducted and their stability assessed through a small-signal analysis.

In addition, a realistic microgrid is designed as a low-voltage (LV) network and

tested to verify the concept and regulator actions presented. The simulation results

validate the effectiveness of the proposed regulator during network contingencies.

Keywords: DC-link voltage, islanded microgrid, droop control, supervisory

controller

1. Introduction

Environmental and economic issues, and the insufficiency of conventional energy

sources have encouraged utilities to consider alternative renewable ones. Distributed
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Figure 1: Microgrid architecture.

generators (DGs) in a microgrid consisting of renewable energy sources, such as wind

turbines, photovoltaic (PV) cells and conventional power generators, can assist to5

reduce power transmission and distribution losses, defer large investments in new

generation and transmission lines, and increase network efficiency and reliability

[1, 2]. However, as integrating DGs in distribution networks poses various technical

challenges in terms of planning and operation [3, 4, 5], the concept of microgrids

emerged [6]. The principal advantage of microgrids in a network is their capability to10

provide grid support from a remote node or operate as a stand-alone power system

during grid contingencies [7, 8]. In an islanded operation, DGs are responsible for

balancing the power in the network as well as regulating the magnitudes of the node

voltages and system frequencies [9]. As most DG units in a microgrid are connected

to the network via a voltage source inverter (VSI), controlling VSIs is an important15

task [10].

VSIs control the real and reactive powers as well as regulate the voltage amp-

litudes and frequencies of a network, often using a well-known droop control strategy

[11, 12, 13]. A droop control method for DGs in stand-alone and grid-connected op-

erations does not require internal communication among participating generators20

while the influence of their coefficients can be determined by conducting a small-

signal analysis [13]. Droop control is able to provide a seamless transfer from a grid-

connected to islanded microgrid and can operate inverters in both modes [14]. It can



be classified as either active power/frequency (P/f) [15, 16] for inductive-dominated

line impedance or active power/voltage (P/V) [17, 18] for resistive-dominated line25

impedance.

In a medium/high-voltage network, both conventional power generators and DGs

are controlled using a reactive power/voltage (Q/V) droop strategy to provide the

network with voltage support. However, in an LV one, the application of con-

ventional control approaches is generally not appropriate since the grid voltage is30

coupled with changes in the active power due to the resistive nature of its transmis-

sion line [18]. Therefore, a P/V droop control strategy is more efficient than a Q/V

one for providing voltage support [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

In an islanded microgrid, the node voltages can deviate, based on the load power

consumption of the network, from their nominal values which can be restored by35

changing the power set-points of the inverters. In a grid-connected microgrid, to

control the inverters’ output powers, their correct power set-points are chosen by

the supervisory controller (Figures 1 and 2) which adjusts those of all the inverters

before changing the state of microgrids from either grid-connected to islanded or due

to the loss of heavy loads in an islanded microgrid. However, in the case of sudden40

loss of heavy loads in an islanded microgrid, it is not possible for a supervisory

controller to promptly select power set-points as communication channels have an

inherent delay [22, 23]. Note that, according to IEEE standard 1547 [24], an anti-

islanding controller should not delay detecting a grid failure more than 2 s, it should

inform the supervisory controller to set the power set-points of all the inverters.45

However, within this time frame, a circulating current can flow from high power

set-point (HPSP) inverters to low power set-point (LPSP) inverters. Then, as the

dc-link voltages of LPSP inverters increase and may exceed their limits, protection

scheme may shut down the inverters to prevent any damage.

Issa et al., [25], investigate a transient power effect on the dc-link voltage of50

an inverter for an inductive network during unintentional islanding and propose a

control strategy for continuing the inverter’s operation. This scheme is developed

for two inverters for which a small-signal model (SSM), detailed model and practical

work are validated to observe the controller’s effectiveness. However, it has some



limitations for implementing in a multiple inverter-connected microgrid as, in it, the55

dc-link voltage controller implemented in the HPSP inverter (inverter-1) uses the

dc-link voltage of the LPSP inverter (inverter-2). This control system can only be

employed with two inverters, one with a high power rating and another with a low

one as, in the case of multiple inverters, the dc-link voltage of the one to be used

is ambiguous. Moreover, this scheme is validated without a load whereas load has60

an important role in this control strategy. Furthermore, the controller reduces the

power of inverter-1 to zero as the power of inverter-2 is zero. Note that, if power

importing inverter has a power set-point of, e.g., 1 kW, the power starts flowing in

reverse, i.e., from 1 kW to 0 kW. However, in the presence of any load, implementing

this sort of control is problematic and is not achievable for independent control of65

converter’s power imported due to ambiguous connection with other converters.

To overcome these issues, this paper proposes a regulator that controls the capa-

citor voltage during a dc-link voltage violation using a discharging circuit consisting

of an electronic switch connected in series with a discharging resistor that controls

the time constant of the capacitor. During discharging, the supervisory controller70

adjusts the power set-points of the inverters for optimal operation. The discharging

time constant is defined based on the maximum delay of the communication signals

reaching the signals at the inverters’ power set-points. This method can be employed

in both resistive and reactive lines, and can solve the problem of an increased dc-link

voltage due to the loss of heavy loads or unintentional islanding.75

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. A theoretical analysis of the power

importing phenomenon involved in adopting a droop control strategy for inverters

is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 proposes a regulator that overcomes the inverter

shutdown issue caused by violation of the dc-link voltage limit. Section 4 presents

the SSM of inverters supplying power to the loads in a microgrid. The simulation80

results from case studies of two inverters and a realistic microgrid test system are

discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Control strategy for inverter.

Figure 3: Droop control characteristics.

2. Issue with droop control strategy

During the operation of DGs in a microgrid, the power set-points of inverters

with equal power rating may vary based on the optimisation process calculated by85

the supervisory controller. These different set-point operations of DGs may cause

power to circulate among the inverters if any fault occurs on the heavy load side or

there is unintentional islanding. To analyse the power importing phenomenon of an

inverter in an LV line, the P/V droop control method for a power sharing strategy

is employed, as shown in Figure 3.90

In the operation of a grid-connected microgrid, grid-following inverters are re-



quired to use the voltage and frequency of the grid utility as reference values. In

contrast, in an islanded microgrid operation, it is essential that at least one of the

grid-forming inverters generate its own voltage and frequency references. During

normal operation, assuming that two inverters have equal power rating and, thus,95

equal droop coefficients, their power deliveries to the network is depicted in Figure

3. If there is a network contingency (the loss of a heavy load or unintentional is-

landing), the power supply points of the inverters may shift to new ones where the

power supply of inverter-2 is negative, i.e. the power is imported, as shown in Figure

3. More specifically, we assume that inverters-1 and -2 deliver power of 2.5 kW and100

1.5 kW, respectively, for a total load of 4 kW. If load demand accidentally reduces

to 0.5 kW, these inverters reduce their power deliveries to 1.5 kW each due to equal

coefficients, i.e., inverter-2 imports 0.5 kW of power. The mathematical derivation

for the above situation is described below.

The droop control equations for this power sharing can be written as:

Vi = V ∗o − kv(Pmi − P ∗i ), i = 1, 2

ωi = ω∗o + kω(Qmi −Q∗i )

where Pm and Qm are the measured active and reactive powers, respectively, P ∗

and Q∗ the active and reactive set/reference values, respectively, and kv and kω

the voltage and frequency droop coefficients, respectively. The two inverters are

connected in parallel and supply power to the network. As their reference output

voltages are chosen to be equal, the power delivery of inverter-2 can be expressed

as:

Pm2 = Pm1 − P ∗1 + P ∗2 −
V2 − V1
kv

. (1)

Adding Pm2 to both sides of Eq. (1), the output power of inverter-2 in terms of

demand can be expressed as:

Pm2 =
1

2
(PL − P ∗1 + P ∗2 −

V2 − V1
kv

) (2)

since the total generated power (neglecting line losses) is equal to the consumption

power, i.e, PL = Pm1+Pm2. Similarly, the active power of inverter-1 can be expressed



as:

Pm1 =
1

2
(PL + P ∗1 − P ∗2 −

V1 − V2
kv

). (3)

According to Eqs.(2) and (3), the power supplied depends on the load power105

and inverters’ power set-points as the voltage difference and droop coefficients are

constant (Ct). If the power demand suddenly reduces by a large amount, which can

happen during fault conditions or unintentional islanding, the LPSP inverters can

import power from the HPSP ones using a droop control strategy; for example, if

P ∗1 = 50 kW, P ∗2 = 20 kW and PL � P ∗1 + P ∗2 − Ct, inverter-2 starts importing110

power from inverter-1 (Eq. 3). As this importing of power causes an increased dc-link

voltage, the protection scheme may shut down the inverters. In normal operation, a

supervisory controller takes responsibility for changing inverters’ power set-points.

However, the signals commanded are propagated through a low bandwidth commu-

nication channel (Internet, WiMax, Wifi or Ethernet) that have a delay, this may115

cause power importing phenomenon and, eventually, prompt the protection scheme

to shut down the inverters for safety reasons.

3. Proposed over-voltage regulator

This section discusses the proposed dc-link voltage controller’s circuit diagram

and its activation scheme with operation flow chart shown in Figures 4 and 5. The120

proposed regulator uses a resistor (Rdis) with a series-connected switch (P) across

the dc-link capacitor and a control algorithm that controls this switch to regulate

excess dc-link voltage. The resistor can be connected to the terminal of the inverter,

whereas the switch can be inserted inside the inverter. In a conventional protection

scheme, an inverter is shut down if the dc-link voltage exceeds its pre-defined value125

because switching devices of the inverter may be affected severely [26, 27]. However,

in the proposed control strategy, any excess voltage of the dc busbar is discharged

through a resistor instead of causing an inverter shutdown, with the resistor value

able to be determined from the following capacitor-discharging equation:

Vdc = Voe
−t/τ (4)



(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Proposed over-voltage regulator (a) circuit diagram and (b) control al-

gorithm.

where the time constant, which indicates the time required to discharge the capacitor130

voltage to 36.8% of its initial value through a resistor, is τ = RdisCdc. Therefore,

the maximum time delay for a signal to reach an inverter’s power set-point can be

incorporated to determine the resistor’s value.

The control algorithm sends a signal to the switch/protection scheme to activate

the discharging circuit when the normal dc-link voltage exceeds the pre-defined135

maximum value, say 700 V. If the exceeded dc-link voltage decreases to its normal

value due to turning on the switch, the controller deactivates the discharging circuit

by sending a signal to the switch. From a high dc-link voltage to a nominal Vdc (here,

Vdcnom = 400 V) can be reached in one of the two ways: 1) discharging the capacitor’s

voltage or 2) adjusting the inverter’s set-points. In the former, the capacitor may140

begin charging again if the dc-link voltage reaches the nominal value, in which case

charging and discharging may happen because the controller turns on and off the

switch sequentially until the imported power phenomenon is stopped. Consequently,
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Figure 5: Operation flow chart for control scheme.

the resistor value should be selected correctly to prevent the effects of charging and

discharging. For adjusting inverter set-points, the supervisory controller selects the145

set-points based on the optimisation process used by the energy management system.

In the proposed control strategy, the dc-link voltage can be kept within limits

and, usually, increases/decreases based on the renewable sources’ available power

generation; for example, if the generated power increases (due to augmented sun

irradiation or wind speed) to greater than the power demand, the dc-link voltage150

increases and vice versa [18].

4. Small-signal model of DG units

A microgrid is constructed considering inverters as voltage sources, the amp-

litudes and phases of which are controllable, in order to analyse the effect of a large

load disturbance or unintentional islanding on the dc-link voltage. Figure 6 shows

two inverters in an islanded microgrid sharing power with line impedance of Z1 6 θ1

and Z2 6 θ2. They are modelled as pure sinusoidal voltage sources because the time



Figure 6: Two DGs connected in islanded microgrid.

response of the droop controller is much slower than that of the voltage controller,

the detailed circuit diagram in Figure 2. The apparent powers supplied through

lines-1 and -2 are considered S1 and S2, respectively, and, for simplicity, the power

consumption load is treated as a resistive load (R). Applying KCL at the node in

Figure 6 provides:

VL 6 0− V1 6 δ1
Z1 6 θ1

+
VL 6 0− V2 6 δ2

Z2 6 θ2
+
VL 6 0

R
= 0. (5)

This equation can be written as:

VL = R
V1Z2e

j(δ1+θ2) + V2Z1e
j(δ2+θ1)

R(Z1ejθ1 + Z2ejθ2) + Z1Z2ej(θ1+θ2)
. (6)

The current flowing through line-1 can be calculated as:

I1 =
V1 6 δ1 − VL
Z1 6 θ1

. (7)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), the current passes through the line is:

I1 =
R(V1e

jδ1 − V2ejδ2) + V1Z2e
j(θ2+δ1)

R(Z1ejδ1 + Z2ejθ2) + Z1Z2ej(θ1+θ2)
. (8)

The apparent power supplied by inverter-1 can be written as:

S1 = P1 + jQ1 = V1.I
∗
1 . (9)

It is clear that Eqs. (8) and (9) are complex, which makes it difficult to solve the

problem, for simplicity, the impedance is considered pure resistance. Assuming that



Z1 6 θ1 = Z2 6 θ2 = Rl and substituting the impedance value in Eq. (8), the inverter

current can be calculated as:

I1 =
R
Rl

(V1e
jδ1 − V2ejδ2) + V1e

jδ1

2R +Rl

. (10)

Using Eqs. (9) and (10), the active and reactive powers for inverter-1 can be com-

puted as:

P1 =
V1

2R +Rl

[V1 +
R

Rl

{V1 − V2 cos(δ1 − δ2)}] (11)

Q1 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 sin(δ1 − δ2). (12)

In a similar manner, the active and reactive powers of inverter-2 can be computed

as:

P2 =
V2

2R +Rl

[V2 +
R

Rl

{V2 − V1 cos(δ2 − δ1)}] (13)

Q2 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 sin(δ2 − δ1). (14)

To determine a relationship, if we further reduce Eqs. (11) and (12) considering

cos(δ1 − δ2) = 1 and sin(δ1 − δ2) = δ1 − δ2, since both the δ1 and δ2 values are very

small, we can write:

P1 =
V1

2R +Rl

{V1 +
R

Rl

(V1 − V2)} (15)

Q1 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2(δ1 − δ2). (16)

From Eq. (15), it can be concluded that, as the active power of the inverter

depends on its own terminal voltage, even if the voltage difference between terminal

voltages equals zero, it will still flow. Eq. (16) reveals that the reactive power

depends basically on the power angle difference and does not flow if this difference

is zero. The dynamic relationship between the power angle and frequency facil-

itates control of the reactive power through frequency regulation. As the control

approaches are used in a reverse way to the physical relationship, the power can be

controlled as:

Vi = V ∗o − kv(Pmi − P ∗i ), i = 1, 2 (17)

ωi = ω∗o + kω(Qmi −Q∗i ) (18)



where Pm and Qm are the measured active and reactive powers from the network,

respectively. The P/V droop control is superior to the P/f one in the resistive line,

as proven in [28]. The measured active and reactive powers can be obtained after

passing through the sensors, where the first order dynamic transfer function of a

sensor is employed to determine Pmi and Qmi as:

Pmi(s) =
ωf

s+ ωf
Pi(s) (19)

Qmi(s) =
ωf

s+ ωf
Qi(s) (20)

where ωf = the cut-off angular frequency of the low pass filter in rad s−1. The

active and reactive powers supplied to the load by DG1 and DG2 can be described

by Eqs. (21) to (24), respectively. A small change around the equilibrium points of

the active power (Eqs. 11 & 13) is given by:

P̃1 = a1Ṽ1 + b1Ṽ2 + c1δ̃1 + d1δ̃2 (21)

P̃2 = a2Ṽ1 + b2Ṽ2 + c2δ̃1 + d2δ̃2. (22)

Similarly, a small change around the equilibrium points of the reactive power (Eqs.

12 & 14) provides:

Q̃1 = a3Ṽ1 + b3Ṽ2 + c3δ̃1 + d3δ̃2 (23)

Q̃2 = a4Ṽ1 + b4Ṽ2 + c4δ̃1 + d4δ̃2 (24)

where “˜” means a small change around the equilibrium points, and the coefficient

(a, b, c and d) values can be calculated using the following equations:

a1 =
1

2R +Rl

[2V1 +
R

Rl

{2V1 − V2 cos(δ1 − δ2)}]

b1 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1 cos(δ1 − δ2)

c1 =
R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 sin(δ1 − δ2)

d1 = −c1



Table 1

System Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

P ∗1 3 kW kv 1e−3 V/W

P ∗2 1 kW kw 3e−5 rad/s/W

Q∗1 0 var Vdcnom 400 V

Q∗2 0 var Vdcmax 700 V

PL (total) 4 kW kdc 1.25

V ∗0 220 V Cdc 2 mF

ω∗0 314.16 C 30 µF

ωf 10 rad/s L 2 mH

a2 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V2 cos(δ2 − δ1)

b2 =
1

2R +Rl

[2V2 +
R

Rl

{2V2 − V1 cos(δ2 − δ1)}]

c2 =
R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 sin(δ1 − δ2)

d2 = −c2

a3 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V2 sin(δ1 − δ2)

b3 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1 sin(δ1 − δ2)

c3 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 cos(δ1 − δ2)

d3 = −c3

a4 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V2 sin(δ2 − δ1)

b4 = − R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1 sin(δ2 − δ1)

c4 =
R/Rl

2R +Rl

V1V2 cos(δ2 − δ1)

d4 = −c4.



Table 2

Operating Points

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Variable Value Value Value

P1 2574.22 W 840.80 W 916.30 W

P2 1400 W -333.76 W -258.23 W

Q1 0 var 0 var 0 var

Q2 0 var 0 var 0 var

PL 4 kW 500 W 650 W

V1 220.3 V 221.53 V 221.47 V

V2 219.7 V 220.94 V 220.87 V

ω1 314.16 Hz 314.16 Hz 314.16 Hz

ω2 314.16 Hz 314.16 Hz 314.16 Hz

δ1 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

δ2 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

By perturbing Eqs. (17) and (18), we get:

Ṽi = −kvP̃mi (25)

ω̃i = kωQ̃mi (26)

where P̃mi and Q̃mi are small changes around the equilibrium points in the measured

active and reactive power, respectively.

By perturbing Eqs. (19) and (20), we obtain:

P̃mi(s) =
ωf

s+ ωf
P̃i(s) (27)

Q̃mi(s) =
ωf

s+ ωf
Q̃i(s). (28)

Substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (27) provides:

sP̃mi = ωf (aiṼ1 + biṼ2 + ciδ̃1 + diδ̃2)− ωf P̃mi, i = 1, 2. (29)

Similarly, substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (28) provides:

sQ̃mi = ωf (ai+2Ṽ1 + bi+2Ṽ2 + ci+2δ̃1 + di+2δ̃2)− ωfQ̃mi. (30)



The frequency of an inverter is related to the power angle and can be described by:

sδ̃i = ω̃i. (31)

Eqs. (21 to 31) can be written in terms of state-space equations in the time domain

form as:

[Ẋ1] = [A1][X1] (32)

where state variables are given below:

X1 =
[
δ̃1 δ̃2 ω̃1 ω̃2 Ṽ1 Ṽ2 P̃m1 P̃m2 Q̃m1 Q̃m2

]T
.

Eq. (32) represents the two inverter model in an islanded operation, with matrix

[A1] given in Appendix.155

To incorporate the dc-link voltage into the state-space model of the system, the

energy (E) absorbed by the capacitor can be related to the dc-link voltage as:

E =
1

2
CdcV

2
dc (33)

where Cdc and Vdc are the dc-link capacitor and voltage, respectively. Eq. (33)

contains a non-linear function and, after linearising it, the dc-link voltage can be

expressed in terms of power as:

Ṽdci =
kdc
s
P̃i (34)

where kdc = 1
CdcVdc

.

By substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (34), the modified state-space model of

the system can be written as:

[Ẋ2] = [A2][X2] (35)

where

X2 =


X1

Ṽdc1

Ṽdc2


A2 =

A1 0

A3 0


with matrix A3 provided in Appendix.



(a) (b)

Figure 7: Droop control strategies for inverters (a) P/V and (b) Q/f.

5. Case studies

Simulations of the detailed model and SSM are performed using MATLAB/Sim-

PowerSystems, and the results are compared to validate the model. In the detailed

model, two inverters are modelled as ideal voltage sources and connected to a total160

load of 4 kW. The loads are divided into two regions, with the first assumed to

contain 500 W for lighting purposes and the second 3500 W for heavy/industrial

loads. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. In this simulation, it is

assumed that the lines are pure resistance, neglecting the reactive effect on a line, and

its value is 0.33 Ω. This assumption is true if the grid-side inductor or transformer,165

where output reactance is very small, is ignored. The eigenvalues of the system are

[-10, -10, -10, -10, 0, 0, -5, -5, 0, -10, -16.7, -10], where all points are on the negative

side of the axis, i.e., it is a stable system.

5.1. Selection of parameter values

As, in the test system, both the equal power-rating inverters are equipped with

separate power set-points, an equal droop coefficient is chosen to validate the SSM of

the DGs. The droop control coefficients can be determined from the graphical rep-

resentation of the droop strategy shown in Figure 7. The mathematical relationship



among the droop parameters can be written as:

kv =
∆V

Pmax − Pmin
(36)

kω =
∆ω

Qmax −Q∗
(37)

where ∆V = Vmax − Vmin and ∆ω = ωmax − ωmin are the maximum allowable170

voltage and frequency deviations, respectively, for delivering the maximum active

and reactive powers of each inverter.

The equilibrium points of the SSM can be achieved in two ways: 1) using a

load-flow solution as is common in a conventional power system and 2) using MAT-

LAB/SimPowerSystems time-step simulation. This paper uses the second method175

to calculate the equilibrium points of the developed model, which are listed in Table

2.

The dc-link capacitor stores energy during periods of surplus power and delivers

it during insufficient power generation, thereby balancing the capacitor’s power flow

on the dc busbar [29]. This is reflected on the dc-link voltage profile as a ripple, the

voltage of which can be controlled by selecting a suitable capacitance of the dc-link

capacitor that can be chosen as:

Cdc =
P ∗

2πfVdc∆Vrip
(38)

where Vrip is the dc-link ripple voltage, the frequency of which is 2f Hz. As it is

clear in Eq. (38) that a reduced ripple voltage increases the capacitance value and

vice versa, to reduce the ripple voltage, capacitance value selected should be large.180

The reference dc-link voltage is an important parameter that should be determ-

ined correctly to retain the power quality of the network as Vdc varies around the

reference value during changes in the renewable power supply [30, 31]. This value

can be selected based on the two criteria: a) the power supply of the renewable

sources available over a day; and b) the modulation gain of the inverters related to

the terminal ac voltage as:

V ∗dc =
2√
6

Vac
mg

(39)



Figure 8: Active powers of inverters-1 & -2 at 4 kW (case 1).

Figure 9: Voltage difference between inverters-1 & -2 (case 1).

where Vac is an inverter’s terminal voltage (rms) and mg its modulation gain which

must be less than 0.57 and, conventionally, is in the range from 0.25 to 0.45 [18, 21,

32].

5.2. Validation of the small-signal model

To validate the SSM and observe the power importing phenomenon, three cases185

of the developed system are presented. In case 1, a normal operational mode of

an islanded microgrid assuming that the power supply and demand are equal is

considered. Case 2 demonstrates an abnormal situation caused by a network fault

on the heavy load side where a large power demand suddenly reduces. In case

3, an unintentional microgrid operation, where two generators of a grid-connected190



Figure 10: Active powers of inverters-1 & -2 after disconnecting heavy loads (case 2).

Figure 11: Active powers of inverters-1 & -2 after unintentional islanding (case 3).

microgrid supply power to both a local load of 650 W and the grid, is conducted.

Case 1 (normal operation): during the supply of balanced power to the

network, inverters-1 and -2 supply power of 2.46 kW and 1.49 kW, respectively, for

4 kW of total load, as shown in Figure 8. Although the inverters’ set-points are

3 kW and 1 kW, respectively, they supply power after deviating from their nominal195

power set-points because of the application of droop control with line resistance. In

a resistive network, the active power flow depends on its own voltage and difference

in voltage between the two points shown in Figure 9. It is clear in Figure 8 that the

results obtained from the SSM and detailed model for a balanced power supply are

in complete agreement.200



Figure 12: Terminal voltages of inverters-1 & -2 (case 3).
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Figure 13: DC-link voltage of inverter-2 without controller (case 3).

Case 2 (operation after disconnecting heavy loads): Figure 10 demon-

strates an abnormal situation in which the power demand decreases suddenly from

4 kW to 0.5 kW. For the different power set-points, inverter-1 (HPSP) supplies power

to both the load and inverter-2 (LPSP). During this condition, low bandwidth com-

munication lines may delay any change in the inverter’s power set-point. According205

to the IEEE Standard 1547 [24], this delay cannot be more than 2 s, which can cause

high voltage on the dc busbar which trips the inverter for the protection purposes.

Case 3 (unintentional islanding operation): this considers a microgrid built

to support both the local consumer and the grid utility. During the grid-connected

microgrid, inverters-1 and -2 supply 1.72 kW and 0.55 kW of power, respectively,210

to the grid and a 0.65 kW load. Due to unintentional islanding at t = 1 s, inverter-



2 starts importing power from inverter-1, load consumption of which is less than

the inverter-2’s power set-point. The imported power, which is 258.23 W, can raise

the dc-link voltage and exceed the safe voltage limit, as shown in Figure 13. The

corresponding enhanced terminal voltage of both the inverters due to unintentional215

islanding are shown in Figure 12. Again, the results obtained from the SSM and

detailed simulation validate the model’s accuracy demonstrated in Figures 11 and 12.
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Figure 14: DC-link voltage of inverter-2 with controller.
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Figure 15: DC-link voltage after correcting power set-points of inverters-1 &-2.

5.3. Performance of the proposed over-voltage regulator

The effectiveness of the proposed regulator is illustrated in Figure 14. The control

algorithm activates the switch if the dc-link voltage exceeds its limit and deactivates220

it during the nominal dc-link voltage, i.e., 400 V in our study. It is shown that
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Figure 16: Realistic microgrid.

during normal operation of the inverters, the dc-link voltage is constant 400 V, starts

increasing at t = 1 s after unintentional islanding (case 3) and reaches its maximum

Vdc voltage (700 V). The controller detects this maximum voltage and turns on the

discharging circuit to discharge the excess voltage from the dc busbar to protect225

the system against an unusual event. In this study, the discharging resistance is

chosen 700 Ω as this value should be comparatively high to prevent excess heat in

the discharging circuit, and avoid interruption to the sensitive electronic circuits.

During the discharging period, if the supervisory controller sets the inverter’s power

correctly, the inverter will start operating normally, as shown in Figure 15.230

5.4. Test system

To validate the concept presented regarding the dc-link voltage in an LPSP in-

verter during network contingencies, a realistic microgrid is constructed, as depicted

in Figure 16. The test system is developed as an LV microgrid with higher resist-

ive than inductive characteristic in its line parameter values, as shown in Figure235

16. This microgrid can be operated in both grid-connected and islanded modes.

However, as both these operational conditions exhibit similar phenomena during

network contingencies, only an islanded microgrid operation is considered in this
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Figure 18: Terminal voltages of four DGs during fault on lines.

study. The aim is to demonstrate how, in a realistic microgrid, an LPSP inverter

imports power from HPSP inverters during network contingencies and, consequently,240

the augmented dc-link voltage leads to a shutdown of an inverter.

Four DGs connected to the microgrid via inverters are deployed in a distribution

network to provide support for both local consumers (1 kW and 0.7 kvar) and an

industrial load (8.5 kW and 5.5 kvar). As all the DGs (inverters) have the same

power ratings 3 kW, they have equal droop coefficients. Three of them supply power245

at their maximum rating while the other needs to be operated to support the loads

in the microgrid. Therefore, the power set-points chosen for DGs 1, 2, and 4 are their
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Figure 19: Reactive powers of four DGs during fault on lines.
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Figure 20: Frequencies of four DGs during fault on lines.

maximum rating of 3 kW and that for DG3 1.3 kW to satisfy the power demand.

Case 1 (with proposed regulator): the aim of this case system is to justify the

effectiveness of the control approaches for a low-voltage microgrid. To demonstrate250

the validity of this concept and its solution through the proposed control strategy,

a three-phase to ground fault is introduced at t = 1.5 s on the line of the industrial

load. A relay detects the fault current and disconnects the load through a circuit

breaker, with the results illustrated in Figures 17–20. Figure 17 presents active

power supply of four DGs and depicts that inverter-3 (DG3) imports power from255

other HPSP inverters during the fault. As a result, the dc-link voltage of inverter-3
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Figure 21: Active powers of DGs during shutdown of DG3.
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Figure 22: Terminal voltages of DGs during shutdown of DG3.

increases to maximum Vdc. In the proposed regulator, this importing power of DG3

is dissipated using a discharging resistor to maintain reliable operation of all DG

units in a distribution network. During the discharging period of importing power,

the supervisory controller sends signals to the power set-points of all DGs to operate260

them in appropriate operating conditions.

Figure 18 illustrates the terminal voltage of four DG units and from which it is

shown that postfault voltage increases due to decrease in power delivery owing to

the droop control phenomenon, as explained in Section 2. As frequency is a global

parameter and controls the reactive power, the use of Q/f droop control solves the265
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Figure 23: Reactive powers of DGs during shutdown of DG3.
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Figure 24: Frequencies of DGs during shutdown of DG3.

problems of reactive power sharing as shown in Figures 19 and 20. Each and every

DG supplies similar reactive power to the network due to the equal droop coefficient.

The changes of reactive loads modify the frequencies of the DGs likewise due to a

positive droop control coefficient as shown in Figure 7b. It is observed that a stable

microgrid operation with acceptable transient effect in an LV microgrid is achieved270

using a Q/f droop control strategy although the power is being imported by the DG3.

From the above results it is found that the proposed controller provides excellent

performance in terms of oscillation, damping and settling time.

Case 2 (without proposed regulator): the aim of this case study is to



compare the systems response with and without the proposed regulator. If the275

proposed regulator is not inserted in the inverter, the imported power of DG3, as

explained in Case 1, causes the dc-link voltage to increase, the protection scheme

shuts the inverter down unexpectedly and as a result, active and reactive power

supply of DG3 becomes zero as depicted in Figures 21 and 23. It can be observed

from Figures 21 and 22 that the active powers and terminal voltages of other DG280

units drop and rise, respectively, due to the shutdown of DG3. Figures 23 and

24 demonstrate that the reactive powers and frequencies of other DGs increase

indicating the application of the positive droop control algorithm as explained in

Figure 7b. From the above discussion, it is concluded that without the proposed

regulator, an unintentional shutdown of DG3 reduces the reliability of power supply.285

This realistic microgrid validates the power importing phenomenon of an LPSP

inverter during network contingencies and proves the effectiveness of the control

strategy proposed for an LV network. However, this phenomenon also discloses an

inherent drawback of the droop control strategies that may cause a high dc-link

voltage of the LPSP inverter and, consequently, an inverter shutdown.290

6. Conclusion

This paper investigates the dc-link voltages of equal rating inverters operating

with different power set-points during network contingencies, such as the loss of

large loads or unintentional islanding. During network contingencies, this voltage

increases and exceeds the safe limit which causes the protection scheme to shut295

down the inverter. As this phenomenon decreases a system’s reliability, a regu-

lator is designed to control the dc-link voltage during a voltage limit violation and

thereby protecting the inverter from shutting down. This paper also presents a

small-signal analysis to determine the stability of two parallel-connected inverters

in an LV microgrid. The results obtained from the SSM and detailed Simulink300

model are compared to validate the accuracy of the developed model. Moreover,

a realistic microgrid is developed to justify the concept presented and demonstrate

an inherent drawback of droop control strategies. The future aim of this research is

to implement the proposed control algorithm in a small laboratory-scale microgrid



system.305

Appendix

A1 =



0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

kwωfc3 kwωfd3 −ωf 0 kwωfa3 kwωfb3 0 0 0 0

kwωfc4 kwωfd4 0 −ωf kwωfa4 kwωfb4 0 0 0 0

−kvωfc1 −kvωfd1 0 0 −ωf (1 + kva1) −kvωfb1 0 0 0 0

−kvωfc2 −kvωfd2 0 0 −kvωfa2 −ωf (1 + kvb2) 0 0 0 0

ωfc1 ωfd1 0 0 ωfa1 ωfb1 −ωf 0 0 0

ωfc2 ωfd2 0 0 ωfa2 ωfb2 0 −ωf 0 0

ωfc3 ωfd3 0 0 ωfa3 ωfb3 0 0 −ωf 0

ωfc4 ωfd4 0 0 ωfa4 ωfb4 0 0 0 −ωf



A3 =

kdcc1 kdcd1 0 0 kdca1 kdcb1 0 0 0 0 0 0

kdcc2 kdcd2 0 0 kdca2 kdcb2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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